9-28-2015 Super-Moon Lunar Eclipse

There is NOW Just Starting a Consciousness Shift
JOIN In + Awaken
The annual full moon in Aries arrives with extra energy this year.

IN ADDITION TO THE FULL MOON’S FIERY, WORLD DOMINATING NATURE, THE SEPTEMBER 28, 2015 "BLOOD MOON" IS ALSO A PARADIGM-SHIFTING TOTAL LUNAR ECLIPSE.

Sister Moon will regale herself in the trademark reddish hues of Aries (hence, blood moon), as all of the Earth's sunsets and sunrises will reflect on her.

Even more unusual: tonight's eclipsing full moon is also a Super-Moon — meaning it's at its closest possible point to earth and will appear 30% brighter. This is only the fifth super blood moon in recorded history — the last was in 1982 and the next will be in 2033.

THIS IS A TIME WHEN BIG RISKS BRING BIGGER REWARDS.

In promotion for his 2013 book "Four Blood Moons," Christian minister John Hagee claimed that the tetrad was a signal being sent by God.

"The coming four blood moons points to a world-shaking event that will happen between April 2014 and October 2015," he said.

And Mark Blitz, head of El Shaddai Ministries and the author of "Blood Moons: Decoding the Imminent Heavenly Signs," says God is trying to get humanity's attention -- and we ignore it at our peril.

"There are always the naysayers and the agnostics when it comes to God trying to reach mankind in His urgent message to repent," he told World News Daily, which has been charting the eclipse's arrival with headlines such as "'Blood Moons' expert: Get on God's calendar" and "Coming solar eclipse seen as 'judgment.'"

What have you been striving toward since the spring? This is the week to cash in and collect your comeuppance. New moons take six months to reach their corresponding full moon, and Aries is the first sign of the zodiac. Sister Moon brings you full circle, it is a time to take brave action.
Here are a few tips for **harnessing the energy** of this super-charged Aries full moon:

1. **Make a big, bold move on your own behalf.**

Shameless self-promotion is fully sanctioned by the **Aries full moon**, provided you do it with both sass and class. The zodiac’s Ram is not one to wait for others to sign its permission slip. Instead, Aries energy is about charging ahead and boldly putting your ideas into the cultural mix. Got something to contribute to the world? (Um, of course you do.) Tweet about it, post a status update, or throw a party to share it with friends.

At work, you might harness this Aries firepower to get your ideas in front of higher-ups or write someone you really want to work with a “let’s do lunch!” invitation. On the romance front, stop suffering silently through your love jones. Let your feelings be known in a seductively direct manner. This is a day where big risks bring bigger rewards.

2. **Try more action exercise.**


The warrior energy of Aries will be flaring with extra intensity under the light of this full moon. Instead of getting into fisticuffs with an aggressive neighbor or trying to suppress the natural emotion of anger, find a healthy outlet for release. Kickboxing, sparring,
Krav Maga, mixed martial arts — this full moon is all about the fighting sports. You might even sign up for that self-defense class you’ve been meaning to take. No, we are not recommending that you start any fights, but when push comes to shove, it will be good to know that you can finish them.

3. Check your head.

Aries rules the noggin, so the head area will come into focus under this full moon. With the radical energies afoot, you might get the urge to make a bold statement and do something edgy with your hair. If you’re not feeling quite so fearless about your tresses, you could also try a piercing, or treat yourself to a symbolically significant pair of earrings, headband, or a funky hat. You might try earrings with balancing stones in them: Jasper is stabilizing and can help keep you cool in a conflict, while Aventurine calms blood pressure and relieves headaches that the Aries full moon has intensified.

4. Make a demand.

Aries is the zodiac’s most entitled sign, and while too much of this energy can be obnoxious, there’s something to the whole “squeaky wheel gets the oil” theory. What do you really, really need support with in your life? What have you been too timid to ask for? The Aries full moon urges you to summon some chutzpah and speak up! Courage is this zodiac sign’s specialty, so be a gallant hero for yourself, a loved one, or a cause.

5. Declare your independence.

Aries is the sign of the self, the star, the solopreneur. It’s time to go forth and bravely do your own thang. If you’ve been sticking around in a bad situation, you might want to cut your losses and move on. We’re not suggesting you rashly cut people out of your life, or march into your job and flip your boss the bird. Thoughtful consideration before you act this week is a must.

The Aries full moon also makes loose contact with radical Uranus — the planet of individuality and sudden changes. Aries is one of the zodiac’s most headstrong signs. Anger is definitely on the rise during this full moon. The key is not to REACT, but to make the more soul-affirming move... to act FOR what you want, rather than against what you don’t.

6. Return to innocence.

As its first sign, Aries is the zodiac’s baby. Much like The Fool card in the Tarot deck — which depicts a merry traveler walking off a cliff — it has an air of blissful, refreshing ignorance. Go into your bubble for a day. Write down whatever you’ve become jaded, hardened and skeptical about. Let go of your past, even if you just suspend it for an hour. What becomes possible now?
Who do you Wear your Tee Shirt for? Get attention with this Desi Design that to others it looks like an unsolvable math formula, but to the wearer it is good life advice. Hello, Live, Love, Life, NOW

http://www.medicalexpose.com/
Be The Kind Of Woman

that when your feet hit the floor

each morning the devil says...

“ Oh Crap, she’s up! “

I am

https://www.facebook.com/groups/askandrevel/

Ask To

Join the Angel

The reason angels can fly

is that they take themselves so lightly.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/askandrevel/